
A mobile talent show on a dedicated social media platform.



This documentation is a presentation (the “Presentation”) of general background information about SHWDWN (or “the Company”). It is information in a summary form and does not purport to be complete. It is not 
intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. These should be considered, with or 
without professional advice, when deciding if an investment is appropriate. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for securities nor shall it or 
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of SHWDWN are reminded that any such purchase or subscription must not be made on the basis of the information contained in this Presentation but are referred to the entire body of publicly disclosed information 
regarding SHWDWN. The information contained in this Presentation is derived solely from management of SHWDWN and otherwise publicly available information concerning SHWDWN and does not purport to be 
all-inclusive or to contain all the information that an investor may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to make an investment in SHWDWN. The information has not been independently verified and is subject to 
material updating, revision and further amendment, and is qualified entirely by reference to SHWDWN’s publicly disclosed information. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf 
of SHWDWN or any of its affiliates, directors, officers or employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by 
any person for such information or opinions. SHWDWN does not undertake or agree to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation that may become apparent. No 
person has been authorized to give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this Presentation and, if given and/or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as 
having been so authorized. The information and opinions contained in this Presentation are provided as at the date of this Presentation. The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as legal, financial or tax 
advice. Each prospective investor should contact his, her or its own legal adviser, independent financial adviser or tax adviser for legal, financial or tax advice. Certain statements in this Presentation may constitute 
forward-looking information, including future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward looking information may relate to SHWDWN’s future outlook 
and anticipated events or results and may include statements regarding SHWDWN’s financial results, future financial position, expected growth of cash flows, business strategy, budgets, projected costs, projected capital 
expenditures, taxes, plans, objectives, potential synergies, industry trends and growth opportunities. Often but not always, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, 
“expect”, “project”, “estimate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “might”, “target”, “plan” and other similar expressions or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases. Forward-looking 
information contained in this Presentation is based on certain assumptions regarding expected growth, results of operations, performance, industry trends and growth opportunities. While management considers these 
assumptions to be reasonable, based on information available, they may prove to be incorrect. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual 
results, performance or achievements of SHWDWN to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and 
other factors include, but are not limited to risks associated with general economic conditions; adverse industry events; marketing costs; loss of markets; inability to access sufficient capital from internal and external 
sources, and/or inability to access sufficient capital on favourable terms; income tax and regulatory matters; the ability of SHWDWN to implement its business strategies; competition; product recalls; currency and 
interest rate fluctuations, and the other risks. The foregoing factors are not intended to be exhaustive. Although SHWDWN has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to 
differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking statements 
contained herein are made as of the date hereof and SHWDWN and its directors, officers and employees disclaim any obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future 
events or results or otherwise. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. 
Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein. All forward-looking information is expressly qualified in its entirety by this cautionary statement. 
Forward looking information and other information contained herein concerning management’s general expectations concerning the social media industry are based on estimates prepared by management using data 
from publicly available industry sources as well as from market research and industry analysis and on assumptions based on data and knowledge of this industry which management believes to be reasonable. However, 
this data is inherently imprecise, although generally indicative of relative market positions, market shares and performance characteristics. While management is not aware of any misstatements regarding any industry 
data presented herein, industry data is subject to change based on various factors. This Presentation may not be reproduced, further distributed or published in whole or in part by any other person. Neither this 
Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into or distributed in any other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable laws. Any failure to comply with this restriction may 
constitute a violation of applicable securities law. Recipients are required to inform themselves of, and comply with, all such restrictions or prohibitions and SHWDWN does not accept liability to any person in relation 
thereto.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY I

There is no 
social media 
platform 
dedicated 
to performers.
● Performers try to use social media 

to build their audience, but there is 

no existing platform for them to 

showcase themselves as an artist, 

or to help them launch a career.

● If you’re performing on Tik Tok, 

you’re not likely to get discovered.

● “The medium is the message.”

- Marshall McLuhan

● TikTok is a video-sharing social networking 

mobile application owned by the Chinese 

company ByteDance. Users operate on the 

platform to create and consume a variety of 

short-form videos.  

● With an estimated valuation of $100 billion, 

TikTok’s owner Bytedance is the world’s most 

valuable startup.

● Tik Tok has 689 Million monthly active users, and 

the application has been downloaded over 2 

Billion times - making it the most downloaded 

app on the apple app store.

● 90% of its users interact with the app multiple 

times daily and more than 1 billion videos are 

viewed each day.

● Triller is an American video-sharing social 

network application. Users on the platform can 

create and share short-form videos that sync 

automatically to music using AI technology.

● Triller’s valuation is $1.25 billion and the platform 

has grown over 500% year over year.

● The app has been downloaded 231 million times 

worldwide and has 65 million monthly active 

users.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-20/tiktok-owner-s-value-surpasses-100-billion-in-private-markets


MARKET OPPORTUNITY II

The world is 
shifting from cable 
to mobile.
● Users now center around social media and 

mobile devices.

● Television Talent Shows haven’t kept up with their 

target audience demographics.

● 88% of Gen Z - the generation using TikTok - 

doesn’t watch cable. 

Named the world’s most successful reality TV 

format ever by Guinness World Records in 2014.

Once hugely popular—often the most watched 

show on Saturday nights.

One of the most successful shows in history. 

Launched artists like Carrie Underwood into 

stardom.



MARKET OPPORTUNITY III

● The mobile phone is the most ubiquitous platform in the world.

● This technology in all of our hands allows anyone in the world to 

be a creative force.

● Today, billions of users are watching billions of creators every day.

The audience of today 
wants to be entertained 
anywhere, anytime.

3.5B
3.5 billion people have a 

smartphone today.

18-44
18-44 year old 

demographic watched an 

average of 6 minutes of 

videos per day in 2012. In 

2018, that increased to 80 

minutes.

5B
5 billion videos are 

watched on YouTube 

every single day.

Sources: 

https://www.zenithmedia.com/online-video-viewing-to-reach-100-minutes-a-day-in-2021/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/

https://www.zenithmedia.com/online-video-viewing-to-reach-100-minutes-a-day-in-2021/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/


SOLUTION

SHWDWN.
A talent show on the go.

PERFORM VOTE SHARE GET DISCOVERED
Prizes are real, and they’re big. 

Substantial cash prizes, 

bookings to perform at 

concert venues, promotional 

assistance, industry 

connections, and more.

See a video you like?

Share it with your friends and 

family within the SHWDWN 

app or simply click to share it 

on other social media 

platforms.

Like your favorites and swipe 

away the rest.

Free to vote. Puts talent  up to 

democracy.

Anyone can upload short 

videos. 

Serious contestants register 

and pay a small one-time fee 

to be entered in the weekly 

contests.



April 11, 2009:

Britain’s Got Talent 

Performance 10 

million viewers

INSPIRATION

CAREER ACCOLADES
● 242M views on YouTube

● Sold 20M records around the world

● In 2015, awarded an honorary doctorate in 

music from the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

The Susan 
Boyle Story

BEFORE AFTER

November 25, 2009:

Released debut album, “I Dreamed A 

Dream” World’s biggest selling album 

of 2009 UK’s best-selling debut album 

of all time 14 million copies sold

Susan Boyle sang “I Dreamed A Dream” on Britain’s Got Talent at 47 

years of age.



● You can vote, you can create videos just for fun, 

or you can compete.

● Tune in to live performances, or browse to your 

heart’s content.

SHWDWN

App Functionality

Immediate immersion.
● From the first time you download and open the 

app, you’re immersed in content.

● No sign up/log in process unless you want to 

enter a contest or vote.

● Engaging. Hooks attention immediately.

Easy to use.
● Convenient user experience.

● Scoreboard displays current rankings and 

winners are announced each week.

● Uploading and registering is streamlined.

Every user participates.



SHWDWN

App Functionality

STREAM
Watch live & recorded performances 

and follow your favorites.

SCOREBOARD
Artists receive likes, loves, and 

feedback in real time.

DISCOVER
Choose from three categories.



Target Market 3.75 BILLION 99%

MILLENNIALS GEN XGEN Z

How regularly is each 
generation using Social 
Media & Watching TV?

(1995-2012)

95% Daily Social 

Media Usage

13.2 Average 

Hours/Week TV Usage

(1980-1994)

90.4% Daily Social 

Media Usage

14.8 Average 

Hours/Week TV Usage

(1965-1979)

77.5% Daily Social 

Media Usage

19.7 Average 

Hours/Week TV Usage

Total Number of 

Social Media Users 

Accessing Via 

Mobile Phones

Percentage of Total 

Social Media Users 

Accessing Via Mobile



● Gen Z spends an average of 11 hours on their 

mobile devices per week.

● Gen Z streams video for roughly 23 hours 

each week. 

● Roughly 71% of Gen Z teens use mobile 

devices to watch videos, while 51% use mobile 

for social media surfing. 

● Only 45% of Gen Z watches cable.

● Gen Z logs on to social media for roughly two 

hours and 55 minutes each day. This is almost 

an hour longer than the average millennial. 

Millennials, Gen Xers, and Baby Boomers are still important demographics to target

Gen Z Is The Focus

● Gen Z watches 2x as many videos on mobile as 

any other demographic.

● 70% watch 2 hours of YouTube videos each day.

● A study revealed that 80% of Gen Z say finding 

themselves creatively is important.

● Over 25% post original videos on a weekly basis.

● More than 74% of Gen Z says they spend their 

free time online.  

● In the U.K., Gen Z spends an average of 10.6 

hours online each day.

● Roughly 75% of Gen Z most frequently uses a 

smartphone over computers and other devices.
Sources: 

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/

https://themanifest.com/social-media/how-different-generations-use-social-media

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/
https://themanifest.com/social-media/how-di%EF%AC%80erent-generations-use-social-media


Advertising

A key driver of the 

revenue will be through 

an advertising model, 

which includes quick clip 

ads posted between 

videos

Business Model

Paid 
Subscription

Artists can pay a $25 

annual membership fee 

to be eligible for weekly 

contests

Post full performances

Create an artist profile

Sponsorships

Companies like 

Coca-Cola, Nike, and 

Apple seek out young 

consumers and SHWDWN 

presents a very targeted 

platform opportunity



Leveling the 
Playing Field
Technology democratizes our ability to be 

discovered.

Not everyone can fly out and wait in long lines for 

the shot at an audition.

Not only does SHWDWN make this process more 

accessible, it makes it easy.

But it doesn’t start and end with the digital 

experience. SHWDWN makes real connections and 

real opportunities possible.



At the peak of its popularity, 135,000 people 

flew out to audition for American Idol.

Imagine how the playing field and participation 

would change if the competition was online 

and on an international scale. 

A frictionless, zero-cost platform, allowing users 

to upload performances from anywhere.

International 
Appeal



Ideas Limited Only By Imagination

SHWDWN Contest

REPRODUCTION
Best reproduction of a historical 

performance.

REINTERPRETATION
Best reinterpretation of a 

particular song.

ARTIST
Best lookalike performance of a 

particular artist.



The Prizes 
Substantial cash prizes ($10k+)

Free studio recording time

Tickets to concerts and 
musical events

Opportunity to perform live at 
exciting venues



Enhance the Chance

Partner Studios

ANY MANY MORE...



Free App vs Paid Members

FREE PAID
Upload short videos 
(up to 15 seconds) ✓ ✓

View, share, 
comment, and vote ✓ ✓
Upload full length 

performance 𝗫 ✓
Eligible to enter 
weekly contests 𝗫 ✓

Artist Profile 𝗫 ✓
Can stream 

performances live 𝗫 ✓



How We Will Scale to 
5M Downloads, Fast

INFLUENCER 
MARKETING

CONTENT
CALENDAR

PR 
OUTREACH

PAID ADS

Advertising on our 

competitors’ sites: Facebook, 

Instagram, TikTok, and 

YouTube. Rapidly raising 

awareness and generating 

downloads for a low cost per 

click.

Leveraging our world-class 

connections with an extensive 

network of digital 

publications.

Rolling out our press releases 

on a high volume of sites 

throughout each phase of the 

development and launch 

process.

Securing relationships with 

social media influencers to 

promote the app to their 

followers.



Social Media Paid Advertising

Facebook offers an advanced method of targeting 

existing users, remarketing users, and lookalike 

subscribers through mobile ad campaigns.

We’ll generate Facebook and Instagram ads over the 

following places:

● News Feed on mobile web browsers

● Mobile apps of partners in the Audience Network 

Facebook Messenger App

● News Feed on the Facebook & Instagram apps for:

○ iOS devices

○ Android devices

○ Amazon Fire tablets

Paid Advertising Plan



Targeting mobile users with hyper-specific audience parameters will 

generate a high volume of app downloads while maintaining a low 

cost-per-acquisition.

Universal App Campaigns (UACs) are going to serve our ads over the 

following networks:

Google Adwords Paid Advertising

● Google Search

● Google Play (biggest source of app searches) Apple App Store

● Featured apps

● YouTube

● Google Display Network 

Paid Advertising Plan



Paid Advertising Plan

KEYWORD CONTEXTUAL 
TARGETING

Bid on keywords that will help 

match our ads to web content. 

This works just like contextual 

targeting on the Display 

Network, and applies to both 

the Display Network and 

YouTube.

IN-MARKET AUDIENCES CUSTOM AFFINITY 
AUDIENCES

Find users who are 

researching musician and 

artist social app platforms and 

actively considering 

downloading something like 

what we offer.

Create audiences that are 

more tailored to our brand 

instead of using broad, TV-like 

audiences. For example, 

rather than reaching sports 

fans, a running shoe company 

might specifically target avid 

marathon runners.



Quality Score is an estimate of the quality of ads, 

keywords, and landing pages. Higher quality ads can 

lead to lower prices and better ad positions.

We will improve the Quality Score by integrating Ads , 

Keywords and Landing Page Relevance, and Extensions.

This will help reduce the cost per click while maintaining 

the same position and performance.

Paid Advertising Plan
KEYWORD

URLAD

RELEVANCE



Active Users of Top Social Platforms
Most popular social networks worldwide, ranked by monthly number of active users (In Millions)

Market Size

689M

65M

TikTok Users

Triller Users

2740
2291

2000
1300
1221
1213

689
617
600

511
500
498
481

442
430

Weixin/Wechat

Facebook
Youtube

Whatsapp
FB Messenger

Instagram

Tiktok
QQ

Douyin
Sina Weibo

Telegram
Snapchat
Kuaishou
Pinterest

Reddit

Source:

 https://datareportal.com/social-media-users

Twitter
Quora

353
300

https://datareportal.com/social-media-users


Former Managing Director of 

Investment Banking for 

Industrial Alliance Securities, 

Former Vice Chairman and Head 

of Investment Banking for 

Mackie Research Capital 

Corporation.

John A. McMahon
Managing Director, Thought 
Launch Capital and Advisory

The Founders

Design theorist, artist, art 

director, writer and researcher.

Involved with digital and pop-up 

productions such as Spillville and 

WIRED Magazine.

Brian Boigon
Professor, University of Toronto

Has Produced Written and/or 

Directed over fifty feature films.

Produced over three hundred TV 

Sport Shows. 

Helped launch the career of 

many stars including Jim Carrey.

Damian Lee
Producer, Writer, Director



It’s time talent shows evolved to 
appeal to the younger 
generation.

We’re democratizing the process 
of discovering talent - putting it 
up to you, the audience.

Be part of the next wave of 
social media capability, and 
invest in SHWDWN.



Contact Us

info@SHWDWN.com

Visit Our Website for 
more Information
www.shwdwn.io


